Greetings to you from our editorial team as you start browsing through this 93rd Edition
of Big School Buzz. We’ve served up a super mix of content in the following pages that
will add value to your life - from educational updates, lifestyle trends and e-learning
developments, to smashing new product launches, technological breakthroughs, and
more. We’ve kept it light, fresh and insightful, and an
absolute joy to read throughout. Sit back and soak it all up,
page by informative page. And do feel free to forward this
new edition to your fellow colleagues, friends and family as
we grow the “Big School Community”, together. Be safe
out there, assist the less fortunate in your travels and best
wishes for the new month ahead. Enjoy the read!

Editor & Crew
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Changing Lives Through Learning Is Educ8 SA’s Mission In Life.
The time has come for us all to intervene and stand shoulder-toshoulder in providing the children of South Africa with a decent
education, love and support, as we nurture and cultivate a ‘new
generation’ of smart kids as part of the African Renaissance, both
within South Africa, and beyond our borders. Educ8 SA’s online learning programmes are an ideal
choice for your home school curriculum – offering teaching excellence and a broad curriculum
at an affordable price. Their online learning programmes are the ideal choice for anyone looking
for a top quality, proven, flexible online schooling solution. >>>
Back2School Planning Is Easy With The Blue Page Supplier Directory.
The Big School Buzz Blue Page Directory has fast become a key
connector between suppliers and consumers. A truly fabulous A-Z
Supplier & Service Provider Directory that is specifically designed to
assist consumers, and help local businesses grow and thrive. This easy
to use interactive facility allows consumers to connect and engage with suppliers in the
education sector, across the board. The directory is now a permanent fixture and spotlight
feature on the Big School Adventure website for easy reference, and is updated periodically as
new company listings come online. Make use of this compact directory to ease the burden of
Back2School in Term 3. >>>
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Green Schoolyards Foster Intellectual Growth And Well-Being.
A green or “living” school ground m0vement is gaining momentum
around the globe and has the potential to improve the lives and
learning experience of every child, every day. Schools are reshaping
their conventional yards and creating beautiful, ecologically diverse
landscapes with an eye to the future, including designated edible schoolyard precincts which
provide a winning recipe for cultivating healthy students. School ground greening creates rich
environments that connect nature and environmental sustainability with place-based learning,
hands-on curricula and imaginative play. Green schoolyards foster children’s mental and physical
health and well-being by providing settings for curiosity, imagination, exploration, wonder and
adventure. >>>
Nurturing Creative Thinking In Our Kids Is An Absolute Imperative.
We as parents and educators should be fostering creativity and
creative thinking by nurturing and encouraging the colourful
‘originality’ and creative expression in our children. Educators know
that a curious, creative and innovative spirit is key to complex problemsolving, and that preparing 21st century learners requires more than fortifying them with core
academic skills only. Encourage kids to make mistakes and fail as part of the ‘aha’ discovery
process. Yes, fail – kids who are afraid of failure and judgement will naturally curb their own
creative thoughts. Unleashing the creative potential and curiosity in every child is an absolute
imperative. The world we live in is changing at a rapid pace and our children require the ‘creativity
skills’ that will allow them to engage with and contribute to change in an innovative way. >>>
Big Words Are In The Spotlight With This New Jawbreaker Feature.
This new editorial feature, a vocabulary builder in fact, will focus each
month on a big and unusual word in the English language. Some have
funky spellings, tongue-twisting turns, and some sound too hilarious to
be true. Our spotlight feature for this month falls on the noun,
“Pluviophile” – a passionate lover of rain, someone who finds joy, inner satisfaction and peace of
mind during rainy days and wet weather. Pluviophile is derived from the Latin word “pluvial”,
which means rain, and “phile”, denoting a thing or person. >>>
ISBN Codes Are Unique Numeric Identification Codes For Books.
International Standard Book Numbers are essentially numeric product
identifiers used by publishers and all supply chain participants for
ordering, listing, recording sales and stock control purposes. The ISBN
identifies the registrant as well as the specific title, edition and
format, and was officially adopted worldwide in 1970. These codes featured as 10 digit numbers
in length up until the end of 2006, but now feature as 13 digit numbers calculated using a specific
mathematical formula, and include a check digit to validate the number. The ISBN serial number
can be found on the back cover of books, next to the barcode, or inside the book on the same
page as the copyright and publisher information. >>>
Big School Buzz Fast Fact Corner:


Leaf Project brings nature back to schools, courtesy of Wessa. >>>



Creative calligrams turn ordinary words into funky graphic art. >>>



Edutech is big on cutting edge research and patented technology. >>>



Centennial Schools launch largest eSports Arena in Africa. >>>



Minecraft provides the building blocks for engaged learning. >>>

